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WENGER Transfer - Trolley with
Tablet/Notebook Pocket

Cena brutto 599,31 zł

Cena netto 487,25 zł

Kod producenta WENGER_TRANSFER

Opis produktu
The trolleys from WENGER offer maximum transport comfort and many practical details and are therefore reliable companions
on all journeys.

File compartments to keep documents separate
Trolley attachment system for comfortable travel with luggage on wheels
Comfort-Grip telescopic trolley handle
Smooth rollers

This model is: WENGER Transfer Trolley (with separate tablet/notebook compartment, inside)

Features and dimensions of WENGER Transfer Trolley :

Inner, padded compartment for tablets/notebooks up to 15.6 inches
Compartment with dividers for A4 documents
Front compartment with organizational elements for mobile phone, pens, keys
Inline skater wheels - quiet and smooth-running
4-stage telescopic arm (max. height 105 cm)
Stable base
Ergonomic grip
Sturdy metal zip puller
Color: black
Material: Polyester / Nylon / Vinyl
Trolley dimensions (WxHxD): 33 x 42 x 17 cm - suitable for hand luggage when traveling by plane
Dimensions notebook compartment (WxHxD): 30 x 28 x 5 cm - suitable for up to 15.6 inch devices
Weight (empty): approx. 3 kg

The trolley is delivered empty. Any filling shown is not included in the scope of delivery!

About Wenger:

The Swiss company  Wenger was founded in 1893 and initially supplied the army of the Alpine country with the famous, high-
quality Swiss knives. Today, in addition to reliable multifunction tools, Wenger also sells watches, household knives and
everything for outdoor needs. A manufacturer of Swiss knives like Wenger naturally attaches great importance to the highest
quality and safety in all of its products. With Wenger, every day becomes an adventure!  
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